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Add one question mark and one full 
stop in the correct places below. 
 
Can  you  swim  yet  Tom  can  
swim  without  a  float 

Think of some questions to ask someone. It could be a story 
character, somebody famous or someone in your family. 
Write the answers to your questions as statements. You 
could record it in a table like this one: 

question statement 
(answer) 
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Add a suffix to the word light in the 
sentence below to make an adverb. 
 
It was raining light_____ at 
playtime today. 

Which suffixes can you add to the words below? Can you 
add more than one suffix?: 

er est ly 
ful ness less 

 
pain quiet sunny slow 
kind ill fear dark 

strange hope help power 
Now choose 3 of your words and write a sentence for each 
one. 
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Use only the words in the below to 
write a statement. Remember to use 
correct punctuation. 
 

flower the 
grow will 

 

Write a letter to Wolfie and send it to our Y2 email. Don’t 
forget to ask permission from your grown ups first. Make 
sure that you use the correct punctuation. Try to include 
different sentence types: 

statement . question ? 
exclamation ! command . ! 

co-ordinating and but so subordinating when if because 
list , and simile as…as a… 
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Circle the correct option in each box to 
complete the sentences: 

Were  
going on a treasure hunt. 

We’re 
 

Shall we start looking for  
clues? 
clue’s? 

 

Write some rules for your house; you could get your family 
to help you. Try to use apostrophes in contracted words and 
to show possession. For example: 
 
Don’t eat sweets and chocolate at bedtime. 
You mustn’t go in dad’s office whilst he’s working. 
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Write one verb to complete the sentence 
below:  
 

Fred is ____________________ to 
the teacher. 

 
 
 
 
 

Choose a book to read at home, or read one online. If 
you’re not sure where to look, try 
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page 
 
Remember to ask permission from a grown up before going 
online. When you’ve read the book, make a list of verbs and sort 
them into past tense and present tense. You could put them in a 
table like this: 

past present 
grew walking 

 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-home/find-a-book/library-page


LOOK, SAY, 
COVER 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

WRITE and 
CHECK 

WRITE and 
CHECK 

WRITE and 
CHECK 

WRITE and 
CHECK 

WRITE and 
CHECK 

do       

friend      

behind       

both       

brightly       

sadly       

angrily       

painful       

cheerful      

wonderful      

 


